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Item F.10. University of Louisiana at Lafayette’s request for approval to award an Honorary 

Doctorate of Nursing Practice to Mr. James Devin Moncus at the Spring 2021 
Commencement Exercises.   

 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The University of Louisiana at Lafayette (UL Lafayette) requests approval to award an 
Honorary Doctorate of Nursing Practice to Mr. James Devin Moncus at the spring commencement 
ceremonies to be held on May 14, 2021.  Through his public service and philanthropic efforts, Mr. 
Moncus’ widespread contributions to education, healthcare, community improvement projects, 
and the arts are unparalleled in the Acadiana community.   
 

Mr. Moncus is a self-made businessman and founded Devin International, an oilfield 
equipment company.  He has always maintained a strong sense of philanthropy and willingness to 
lend a hand to those in need.  In 2008, Mr. Moncus carried out his vision for giving back to the 
Acadiana community through the establishment of the James Devin Moncus Family Foundation.  
Since its inception, the Foundation has donated almost $10 million with a focus on supporting 
organizations that address “big picture” problems, taking a proactive approach to solving them. 
 

Mr. Moncus embodies the spirt of a true community visionary and has received prominent 
recognitions and awards.  In 2017, he was honored as a “Louisiana Legend” by the Friends of 
Louisiana Broadcasting, and celebrated during an event hosted by Governor John Bel Edwards for 
being one of Louisiana’s best and brightest who has brought honor to the state.  Mr. Moncus’ 
significant contributions across the Lafayette community have resulted in funding support and 
naming of several prominent establishments – the James Moncus Medical Building at Our Lady 
of Lourdes Hospital, Our Lady of Lourdes JD Moncus Cancer Center, James Devin Moncus 
Family Theatre at the Acadiana Center for the Arts, and Moncus Park.  Additionally, Mr. Moncus 
has funded Board of Regents Support Fund Endowed Superior Graduate Student Scholarships in 
Nursing and Biology which directly benefit UL Lafayette graduate students.  
 

Mr. Moncus has set a standard for public service that aligns beautifully with the highest 
ideals of the University, and that will stand for decades to come.  In light of his commitment and 
his many achievements, the University of Louisiana at Lafayette would like to award an Honorary 
Doctor of Nursing Practice to Mr. James Devin Moncus.    
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RECOMMENDATION 
 

It is recommended that the following resolution be adopted: 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Supervisors for the 
University of Louisiana System hereby approves the University of Louisiana at Lafayette’s request 
to award an Honorary Doctor of Nursing Practice to Mr. James Devin Moncus at the Spring 2021 
Commencement Exercises.   



F.10.
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Item F.11. University of Louisiana at Lafayette’s request for approval to offer an 

Undergraduate Certificate (UC) in Geographic Information Systems.   
 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The University of Louisiana at Lafayette (UL Lafayette) requests approval to offer an 
Undergraduate Certificate (UC) in Geographic Information Systems (GIS).  The proposed UC will 
be delivered on-site, with the goal of offering it online in the future. The proposed curriculum is 
based upon six (6) existing and regularly offered GEOG and ENVS courses and will teach students 
about mapping technologies in order to prepare them for a future career in this field.  The proposed 
UC will allow for students to learn the theory and methodologies behind mapping technologies 
and spatial thinking.  Students will also gain the necessary skills to use GIS for basic database 
management and analysis and data visualization of vector data, raster data, topologies and remote 
sensing.  Upon completion of the proposed UC, students will be well positioned to pursue a career 
in GIS and become GISP certified.  Students who do not pursue a GIS-focused career will be able 
to find ways to incorporate this type of analysis into their careers. It is a technical skill that is 
valuable to many different sectors.   
 

The proposed UC will be offered to current students and to returning adults who have 
already earned some college credit or a degree.  A program of this nature will be of interest to 
students conducting research in Environmental Science, Geography, Sociology, Political Science, 
Biology, Computer Science and more.  In addition, as evidenced by professionals who have taken 
UL Lafayette GIS coursework, the proposed UC will also benefit professionals who want to gain 
GIS skills for their current careers.  Because of the University’s existing programs in geosciences 
and geology, the proposed UC in GIS will require no new faculty, facilities equipment, library or 
other resources.  As a result, there are no expected additional costs for program implementation 
and sustainability. 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 

It is recommended that the following resolution be adopted: 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Supervisors for the 
University of Louisiana System hereby approves the University of Louisiana at Lafayette’s request 
to offer an Undergraduate Certificate in Geographic Information Systems. 



F.11.
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Item F.12. University of Louisiana at Lafayette’s request for approval to offer a Graduate 

Certificate (GC) in Population Health, Public Health Education and Promotion. 
 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The University of Louisiana at Lafayette (UL Lafayette) requests approval to offer a 
Graduate Certificate (GC) in Population Health, Public Health Education and Promotion.  The 
main purpose of the proposed GC is to meet the current and future healthcare needs of the local, 
state, and national workforce and population as it relates to improving population health.  A GC 
in Population Health will provide an understanding of health analytics, quality improvement, 
community partnerships, and healthcare delivery methods.  It will also encourage learners to solve 
healthcare problems by using data to implement quality initiatives based on proven theories and 
practices.   
 

The proposed curriculum requires completion of four courses equaling 12 credit hours. 
Content will be delivered in an online, accelerated format and is proposed to be completed in six 
months.  Students will be admitted once per year as a cohort and will progress through the program 
in three sequential accelerated sessions.  Course sequencing is as follows:  US Healthcare 
Organizations and Delivery Methods, Essentials of Population Health, Epidemiology and 
Evidence of Outcomes Research and Principles of Healthcare Quality and Safety.  The proposed 
GC is designed for working healthcare professionals such as clinicians, healthcare administrators, 
health information managers, quality improvement experts, health IT specialists and analysts, 
public health professionals and risk managers who recognize the disparities that exist in healthcare 
today and who wish to work to eliminate those disparities.  New graduates from the disciplines of 
nursing, allied health, informatics, and business who want to secure a unique niche within the 
healthcare field will also find the proposed GC attractive.  The University anticipates an initial 
enrollment of 15 students in YR1 with that number increasing to 25 by YR4.   
 

As previously mentioned, the focus of the proposed GC is to meet the needs of the state in 
relation to health workforce expansion and healthcare needs.  As the state’s inhabitants age and 
health disparities continue, programs focused on specific populations will be essential to managing 
and improving the health of these groups.  The proposed GC will provide additional education and 
training to individuals interested in improving the healthcare of the most vulnerable people in our 
state.  And, such a program offering can be implemented at little to no cost to UL Lafayette since 
instruction will be provided by existing faculty.   
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RECOMMENDATION 
 

It is recommended that the following resolution be adopted: 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Supervisors for the 
University of Louisiana System hereby approves the University of Louisiana at Lafayette’s request 
to offer a Graduate Certificate in Population Health, Public Health Education and Promotion.        



F.12.
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Item F.13. University of Louisiana at Monroe’s request for approval of a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOU) with Bossier Parish Community College (BPCC). 
 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The University of Louisiana at Monroe (ULM) requests approval to enter into a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Bossier Parish Community College (BPCC).  The 
proposed MOU outlines a partnership agreement between ULM and BPCC that will provide an 
undergraduate educational opportunity for students.  This agreement ensures that each institution 
serves the needs of students by providing appropriate and accurate transfer and advising 
information.  Specifically, the proposed MOU addresses both course and program transfer and 
articulation for BPCC’s Associate of Applied Science in Occupational Therapy Assistant (AAS-
OTA) to ULM’s Bachelor of Science in Health Studies – Healthcare Management/Marketing 
(HSMM) track; Distance Learning Bachelor of Science in Health Studies – HSMM track; and the 
Bachelor of Science in Health Studies – Pre-Professional (HSPP) track.  The proposed MOU 
clearly delineates courses to be taken at BPCC and those to be completed at ULM for the degree 
programs noted as well as admission requirements.   
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 

It is recommended that the following resolution be adopted: 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Supervisors for the 
University of Louisiana System hereby approves the University of Louisiana at Monroe’s request 
for approval of a Memorandum of Understanding with Bossier Parish Community College.      



F.13.
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Item F.14. University of Louisiana at Monroe’s request for approval to terminate the Post-

Baccalaureate Certificate (PBC) in Autism Spectrum Disorder. 
 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The Post-Baccalaureate Certificate (PBC) in Autism Spectrum Disorder, under the 
auspices of the Speech-Language Pathology program, was approved by the Louisiana Board of 
Regents in December 2018.  The University of Louisiana at Monroe (ULM) began offering 
coursework for the PBC in August 2019.  Unfortunately, ULM has not been successful in attracting 
students to the program.  Further, faculty members in this area of expertise have recently retired.  
As a result, ULM would like to terminate the PBC in Autism Spectrum Disorder.  Such an action 
will have no adverse impact on current programs, faculty or administrative structure at ULM.  In 
addition, there is no teach out plan required since no students are currently enrolled in the PBC. 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 

It is recommended that the following resolution be adopted: 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Supervisors for the 
University of Louisiana System hereby approves the University of Louisiana at Monroe’s request 
to terminate the Post-Baccalaureate Certificate in Autism Spectrum Disorder.        



F.14.
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Item F.15. University of New Orleans’ request for approval to award an Honorary Doctorate 

of Humane Letters to Dr. Raphael Cassimere, Jr. at the Spring 2021 
Commencement Exercises.   

 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The University of New Orleans (UNO) requests approval to award an Honorary Doctorate 
of Humane Letters to Dr. Raphael Cassimere, Jr. during the University’s Spring 2021 
Commencement Exercises.  Dr. Cassimere, a UNO alumnus (Bachelor of Arts in History, 1966 
and Master of Arts in History, 1968) and former faculty member in the Department of History, is 
a native New Orleanian and progressive civil rights activist and scholar.  While at UNO, Dr. 
Cassimere was honored as the College of Liberal Arts Distinguished Alum, named as the Seraphia 
D. Leyda Distinguished Professor, and awarded the UNO Distinguished Teaching Award.  Dr. 
Cassimere was one of the first African American Students at UNO, enrolling the second year of 
the University’s existence, and he was the first African American faculty member in the 
Department of History.   
 

It is difficult to overstate Dr. Cassimere’s role in modern civil rights activism in New 
Orleans.  As a student at UNO and President of the NAACP Youth Council in New Orleans, he 
was instrumental in organizing the city’s young people to protest racist hiring practices at 
downtown department stores.  Dr. Cassimere helped lead two years of picketing on Canal Street 
until the stores, one by one, agreed to hire African American employees.  In 1982, Dr. Cassimere 
won the highest honor bestowed by the NAACP, the A.P. Tureaud Medal for Citizenship.  Asked 
what advice he has for those on the frontlines of civil rights activism today he says:  “Don’t give 
up on people.  People can change.” 
 

Dr. Cassimere remains one of the most respected members of his generation in New 
Orleans and a representative of African Americans’ hard-won battles for equal opportunity.  
Because of his scholarship and citizenship as a champion for the rights of African Americans for 
such an extended period, the University of New Orleans would like to pay tribute to Dr. Raphael 
Cassimere, Jr. by bestowing an Honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters.   
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RECOMMENDATION 
 

It is recommended that the following resolution be adopted: 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Supervisors for the 
University of Louisiana System hereby approves the University of New Orleans’ request to award 
an Honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters to Dr. Raphael Cassimere, Jr. at the Spring 2021 
Commencement Exercises.  



F.15.
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